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Motion Estimation Based on Spatio-Temporal 
Correlations and Pixel Decimation 

  V. Sheinin 

  
Abstract—  Based on motion estimation  using spatio-
temporal correlations, an enhanced search algorithm is proposed 
to further improve the performance in terms of reducing total 
amount of computations while preserving the video quality. Our 
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has 
substantially smaller computational complexity having some 
quality reduction. For sequences with low motion PSNR 
reduction is around 0.1 dB and computational complexity is 
around 1700 times less than that of a full search. 

 
 

Index Terms—Block matching, full search algorithm, motion 
estimation, search area determination 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The full search (FS) block-matching algorithm is the 

simplest, but computationally very intensive approach. It 
provides an optimal solution by exhaustively evaluating all the 
possible candidates within the search range in the reference 
frame.  In recent years there was substantial progress in block 
motion estimation algorithms. Important milestones on this 
path were such algorithms as two-dimensional logarithmic 
search [1], three-step search [2], four step search [3], diamond 
search (DS) [4]. More recently, even further improvements 
were made in the field. This can be explained by a very vivid 
evolution of software-based implementations of video 
decoders for such compression standards as MPEG-2/4, 
H.261, H.263, H.264 and others. For example, hexagonal 
search [5] has shown a significant improvement over other 
fast algorithms such as DS. The results of MPEG-4 encoder 
profiling [15] show that Motion Estimation may consume 40-
60% of the total execution time. It only stresses even more the 
fact that complexity of motion estimation algorithms should 
be kept minimal for software implementations. 

But we think that it is very interesting and promising to find 
many good search methods of last couple of years that use a 
prediction of initial search location. It is well known that there 
is a high correlation between current block motion vector and 
its neighbors. Various search methods define neighbors 
differently but all of them use this information gaining 

substantial reduction in computational complexity. All above 
mentioned methods try to minimize amount of search points 
applying sum of absolute differences (SAD) or equivalent 
metrics for each point: 
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In Eq. (1) N is a block size, x(i,j) denotes the current block 
and y(i,j) denotes the candidate block. 

There were some works, e.g.  [6], that studied partial SAD 
(PSAD) but mostly concentrated on a constant decimation 
factor. The idea of PSAD is as follows: not all pixels are used 
to calculate the sum of absolute differences between the 
current block and the candidate one – but only particular set of 
pixels, e.g. every second, forth etc. What we tried to study in 
this work is the performance of one of the best block matching 
search algorithms in combination with adaptive PSAD as a 
matching metric. The idea is that we use original motion 
estimation based on spatio-temporal correlation method [7] 
but instead of using SAD as a matching metric we use PSAD 
with adaptively chosen decimation factor (DF). Computational 
complexity of such an approach is by far lower than that of the 
original algorithm. Additionally, there is no computational 
cost to determine the DF because this is done anyway by an 
encoder for the sake of bit-rate loop. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II we describe the proposed algorithm, Section III 
presents our simulation results and Section IV concludes the 
paper. 

 

II. ENHANCED MOTION ESTIMATION BASED ON SPATIO-
TEMPORAL CORRELATION AND ADAPTIVE PSAD 

In the original motion estimation based on spatio-temporal 
correlation method [7] there are three principles that make this 
scheme efficient. First principle uses prediction of initial 
search location based on three spatial neighbors and one 
temporal. The second principle can be called coarse or fine 
search procedures depending upon initial motion vector value. 
The third principle uses man square error (MSE) for the initial 
motion vector and if it’s less than a threshold the initial 
motion vector is used as the final answer. Additional 
complexity of the algorithm is present due to the fact that 
MSE has to be calculated. In our experiment we didn’t use 
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this condition partly because of the additional complexity and 
partly because of the unspecified threshold mechanism. 

As shown in [6], using PSAD gives a very high gain in 
reducing computational complexity still having slight decrease 
of video quality for more static sequences and bigger decrease 
for fast motion ones. But basically if one accepts this quality 
decrease or uses the proposed method for compression in 
more static environments such as video surveillance or video 
conferencing, using decimation factor of 4 reduces 
computational complexity by factor of 4! This can be 
compared to trying to improve existing motion estimation 
methods and reduce complexity by 10-20%.  

Since block matching is based on the idea that all pixels in a 
block move by the same amount, a good estimation of the 
motion could be obtained by employing only a fraction of 
these pixels. But for flat blocks it’s enough to use only few 
pixels – and this fact allowed us to develop an adaptive 
scheme where the decimation factor for PSAD is defined 
based on the complexity of the block. In our simulation we 
used pixel variance (VAR) in a macroblock as a measure of a 
complexity as well as “modified variance” (MVAR) using 
absolute values instead of squared ones: 
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In Eq. (1) and (2) mean denotes the mean pixel value of the 

current macroblock. 
 There was almost no difference in performance. Our final 

simulation results presented in Section III are based on 
absolute value. It is interesting to mention that an encoder 
calculates complexity of each block for the sake of bit-rate 
allocation. That is why in our complexity analysis we didn’t 
add complexity calculation to the one of the proposed motion 
estimation method. 

The proposed algorithm operates as follows. For each block 
we calculate its complexity as was described above. If this 
complexity value is less than a threshold, decimation factor 
(DF) is set to 8, otherwise it is set to 4. Threshold value was 
set to 60 but we saw that the algorithm is very robust with 
respect to variation of the threshold value. Then we perform 
the original motion estimation based on spatio-temporal 
correlations in which we use PSAD with decimation factor of 
DF as our block matching metric.  

The proposed method is summarized as follows: 
Step 1: Calculate current block complexity CMPL using 
MVAR (or use the complexity value from other encoder 
blocks) 
Step 2: If CMPL < THRESHOLD, DF = 8, otherwise DF = 4 
Step 3: Perform original motion estimation based on spatio-
temporal correlations algorithm with PSAD instead of SAD 

and DF as defined in Step 2. 
Moreover, we choose decimated pixels in such a way that 

the SIMD implementation of our algorithm is easily achieved. 
Fig.7 in [6] shows cases for DF = 4 and DF=8 when block 
size is a classical macroblock of 16x16 pixels. Colored pixels 
are used in PSAD calculation. 

Other complexity metrics can be used depending on the 
availability of such metrics in a given encoder 
implementation. 

The technique of adaptive PSAD can be used with any 
motion estimation scheme. 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The experimental set-up is as follows. MPEG-2 software 

encoder was used with the following parameters: open GOP 
with length of 14, 1 B frame, output bit-rate 12 Mbps, frame 
only encoding mode, motion estimation range +-25 H and +-
16 V. We used 4:2:2 sequences of D1 resolution, each one of 
20 frames, “Calendar”, “Bike”, “Basketball”, and “Carrousel”. 
These sequences are complex enough and have high motion. 
To test more static sequences we used “Lizard”, “Sub”, and 
“Free”. MPEG-2 software encoder was able to accept motion 
vectors from external file where we put them as a result of our 
proposed method. We also calculated the full search results 
within the specified search window. The distortion 
measurement was PSNR, which is defined by 
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MSE
PSNR 255log10 10=                (5) 

 
In Eq. (1) x(m,n) denotes the original image, y(m,n) 

denotes the image after compression/decompression. M and N 
are horizontal and vertical dimensions of the image. 

 
 From Table 1 and Table 2 we see that for high motion 

sequences PSNR degradation between full search and the 
original motion estimation method [7] was around 0.1-0.7 dB. 
When we compare the original method with the proposed one 
the degradation increases to 0.1-0.6 dB. The computational 
complexity reduction of 650-1700 times (compared with the 
full search) and 9 times (compared to the original method) is 
pretty big and may be well worth this video quality decrease. 
In the case of more static sequences PSNR degradation 
between full search and the original motion estimation method 
[7] was around 0 dB. When we compare the original method 
with the proposed one the degradation increases to 0.1 dB. 
The computational complexity reduction was around 1600-
1700 times (compared with the full search) and 5-7 times 
(compared to the original method).  
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the original motion estimation method with 

spatio-temporal correlations a new method is proposed in this 
paper. The proposed method uses partial sum of absolute 
differences as a matching metric whereas a decimation factor 
is adaptively selected based on the complexity of a processed 
block. Experiments show that the speed-up of the proposed 
method comparing to the original one is in a range of 7 
whereas video quality reduction was about 0.1 dB. The 
proposed method presents a good trade-off between 
computational complexity and video quality and can be used 
in any encoding scheme. 
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TABLE I 
AVERAGE PSNR OF THE TEST IMAGE SEQUENCES 

  

Full Search 

Original Method 

Original method 
plus PSAD with 

DF=4 

Proposed 
method 

Performance 
degradation 
against full 
search, dB 

Performance 
degradation 

against original 
method, dB 

Calendar  33.49  33.37 32.88 32.77 0.72 0.6 

Bike  35.2 34.52 34.26 34.27 0.93 0.25 

Lizard  35.75 35.76 35.72 35.67 0.08 0.09 

Basketball 30.75 31.02 31.02 30.98 0.23 0.04 

Carrousel 35.96 35.96 35.92 35.86 0.1 0.1 

Sub 41.21 41.21 41.18 41.15 0.06 0.06 

Free 46.83 46.84 46.80 46.78 0.05 0.06 

  
 

 
 
 

TABLE II 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF 256-PIXEL SAD-COMPUTATIONAS 

 

 

Full Search 

Original Method 

Original method 
plus PSAD with 

DF=4 

Proposed 
method 

Speed-up 
against full 

search 

Speed-up 
against original 

method 

Calendar 2160000   12419 3001 2131 1013 5.8 
Bike 2160000  24280 4902 2707 798 8.9 
Lizard 2160000  8536 2143 1273 1698 6.7 
Basketball 2160000 39058 6372 3302 654 11.8 
Carrousel 2160000 28752 5335 2942 734 9.7 
Sub 2160000 9655 2381 1354 1595 6 
Free 2160000 8568 2339 1285 1681 5 
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